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Me...
Hi! My name is Lucy. I am a director and
editor, born and bred in Wellington, NZ.
Since 2011, I have been in 3 different
countries, immersing myself in all things
film - I've written and directed short
films, made a TV series for the BBC,
travelled around Europe filming an
author, edited a TV show about male
underwear models, and lots more. I have
a passion for telling stories that don't
usually get told, and giving a voice to
people who don't always get to have
one. Creativity, diligence, enthusiasm,
and a refusal to fail are my greatest
strengths, and the things I value in
others.

References...
Lindsay Jackson
Series Producer - OutTV
+1 778 688 6231
lindsay.rosejack@gmail.com
Camille Hollett-French
Director - A Simple Act
+1 416 618 3205
camille@camillehollett-french.com
Brendan Miller
Series Producer - Mentorn Media
+44 7792 420376
bmiller@mentorn.tv

My Work...
Apr 19 - present
Editor
Freelance work for multiple projects
Since finishing up with OutTV, I have been freelance editing for a variety of clients, including Artaban
Productions, Clever Bird Entertainment, and a number of independent projects. In this time I've edited music
videos, short docs (including the 'Sandblast' episode of 'BC Was Awesome'), marketing videos, and short films.

Technical things...
Camera:
Canon 7D MkII (own)
Canon 5D MkIII,
Canon XF305
Sony a7S

Editing:
Adobe Premiere Pro
Adobe After Effects
Adobe Audition
AVID (beginner)

Vancouver

OutTV
May 18 - March 19

Assistant Editor/Editor

For nearly a year I worked at OutTV as an Assistant Editor/Online Editor. My time was split between ingesting
footage and creating dailies for a feature documentary, and cutting assemblies, segment editing, finishing and
delivering episodes of 'The Whole Package'. I've also edited three episodes in the season, and edited the website
and additional videos for the feature doc '19 & Homeless'.

Vancouver

'HerStory No.1 - A Simple Act'
Apr 18 - June 18

Editor

Upon arrival in Canada I was lucky enough to discover actor/director Camille Hollett-French and her short film
anthology 'HerStory in Three Parts'. I jumped on set as Director's Assistant for 'A Simple Act', then was brought
on to edit the 20 min film.

Wellington

Flying Saucer
Jan 18 - Apr 18

Multiple projects

Director

At Flying Saucer in Wellington I was a Director and Editor on a number of different commercial projects. These
included making films for clients such as OpenCities, WREDA, and St Mark's Prep School. I wrote scripts and
directed the projects, and completed the edit, grade, and sound mix on a few also.

Weddings!
Dec 17 - Apr 18

Wellington
Weddings

Filmmaker

At the end of 2017 I started getting into wedding videos, filming and editing unique, personal videos for happy
couples in New Zealand.

The Opportunities Party

Wellington

July 17 - Oct 17

2017 Political Campaign

Content Producer

In 2017 I worked for The Opportunities Party in Wellington, NZ, producing online content for their campaign.
This was an extremely varied role involving filming and editing anything from live debates and policy
announcements, to ‘Policy in a Minute’ videos and the occasional Facebook live stream of the roadshows. Our
social media not only had the highest follower growth of any political party in the campaign, we also had the
highest amount of positive sentiment.

Mentorn Media
Chris Saunders
PR Manager - The Follett Office
+44 (0) 1438 810400
chris@thefollettoffice.com

Vancouver

Freelance Editing

London

March 16 - Oct 16

BBC Three - 'Things not to say' Series
Producer
In London I was working for Mentorn Media, making short films for BBC Three. In a team of just myself and the
Series Producer, I handled all the research, casting, and producing on the day. I also filmed, sound recorded,
and edited a share of the films. We broke 1 million views on a number of these films, including 'Things people with
Down's Syndrome are tired of hearing' which received over 13m views. This was one of the films that I, not only
researched, cast, and produced, but also filmed and edited myself.

Lucy Allan Films
Along with my TV and corporate work, I have also spent the last 8 years writing and directing my own short
films and music videos. Head over to my website - www.lucyallanfilms.com - and explore my work.

TL;DR click here

